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(MAJOR NOTE) The reason Manafort took over Trump's campaign in just 3 weeks

despite being hired as a mere delegate counter is that ROGER STONE initiated a

whisper campaign against Corey Lewandowski. That campaign started...days after

Manafort returned from meeting with WikiLeaks.

2/ Stone and Manafort are longtime business partners; we'd expect Manafort to tell Stone what Assange told him, and for

him to expect Stone to then pressure the campaign not only to hire him but quickly elevate him.

And who was Stone in touch with at the campaign? Trump himself.

3/ I bet you Manafort's late March emails are very interesting and that some of them are to/from his longtime business

associate Roger Stone. And I bet Roger Stone's late March phone calls are very interesting and that some of them are

to/from his longtime friend Donald Trump.

4/ At the end of March 2016, Trump suddenly convenes a NatSec meeting. At that meeting he directs his NatSec team to

change the RNC platform in July to benefit Putin. Who later takes credit for that change?

Paul Manafort's business associate, Kremlin agent Konstantin Kilimnick.

5/ Why did Donald Trump suddenly convene a NatSec meeting 3 days after he finally hired Manafort? Why did he issue a

pro-Kremlin directive at that meeting that Manafort's camp would later take credit for? What did Manafort tell Trump in the

days leading up to that NatSec meeting?

6/ A reasonable theory of the case is that Paul Manafort gave Donald Trump information about WikiLeaks' pre-election

plans, and that led Trump to days later order a platform change at the RNC that Manafort's circle would later take credit for.

That's collusion and a quid pro quo.
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